Chicago Style Deep-Dish Pizza
All Around the World

Vocabulary
Directions: Translate the words into your language. Then, draw a picture to help you remember the word.
English
Translate into Your Language
Draw a Picture
example

pizza

피자

пицца ピザ 比萨  پیزاπίτσα

planet
recipe
style
local
deep
unique
hurry
appetizer
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Reading
How often do you eat pizza? If you are like most people, you probably eat pizza often. After all,
pizza is one of the most popular foods on the planet. Why? Because there are so many different
recipes, tastes, and toppings. Every place has its own style that suits the tastes of the local people.
If you visit Hawaii, you can eat Hawaiian pizza (ham & pineapple); take a trip to
Korea and enjoy some bulgogi pizza! What topping is popular in your area?
Another delicious and well-known kind of pizza is Chicago style deep-dish.
What makes Chicago deep-dish so famous? A hint is in the name. This pizza is
“deep.” Each pizza is over 2 inches (5+ centimeters) thick. Chicago deep-dish is
packed with delicious ingredients. Unlike other styles of pizza, Chicago deepdish puts the tomato sauce on top. The next layer has ingredients like sausage and vegetables.
Finally, the cheese is all the way at the bottom! Unique? Yes! Delicious? Oh yeah!
One thing to remember is that Chicago deep-dish takes a long time to make! So, don’t go to
Pizzeria Uno (a famous Chicago pizza restaurant) when you’re in a hurry. First, you should order an
appetizer because the pizza will take about one hour to cook. But don’t worry, Chicago style deepdish pizza is worth the wait!

About You
Directions: Read each statement and then write a similar sentence about your life. Then, share
your sentences with a partner.

1. If you are like most people, you probably eat pizza often.
How often do you eat pizza?
__________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Pineapple & ham pizza is popular in Hawaii. Koreans like bulgogi on their pizza.
What pizza toppings do you like?
I like

.

3. Pizzeria Uno is a popular Chicago style pizza restaurant.
What is a popular pizza restaurant in your town?
is a famous pizza restaurant in my area.
4. Chicago style deep-dish takes a long time to make.
What other delicious food takes a long time to cook?
takes a long time to cook.
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Teacher Notes
All Around the World is designed to help students understand and appreciate other cultures while
building English language skills.
Suggested teaching procedure:
1. Write “Chicago Pizza” on the board and ask students if they have ever tried it. Have a short,
class discussion.
2. Vocabulary. Students may work individually or with a partner. Students begin by attempting
to translate the words into their native language.
3. Picture. Students should draw a picture of the word. This will help them internalize word.
4. Reading. Teacher should choose how the passage is read. (teacher, partners, individually,
aloud, silently, etc.) The passage should be read 2-3 times in total using various methods.
5. About You. In this section, students attempt to make a personal connection to the text.
Answers should be shared with a partner first, then with the whole class.
Lesson time: approximately 30-40 minutes
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